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Pension Obligation Bonds' Credit Impact On U.S.
Local Government Issuers

U.S. state and local governments can use pension obligation bonds (POBs) to address the unfunded portion of their

pension liabilities. In certain cases, POBs can be an affordable tool to lower unfunded pension liabilities. But along with

the issuance of POBs comes risk. The circumstances that surround an issuance of POBs, as well as the new debt itself,

could have implications for the issuer's creditworthiness. S&P Global Ratings views POB issuance in environments of

fiscal distress or as a mechanism for short-term budget relief as a negative credit factor.

POBs are taxable debt obligations that state and local governments issue as part of an overall plan to pay the unfunded

portion of their pension liabilities. Their effectiveness typically lies in the assumption that the bond proceeds are

invested and will be able to achieve a rate of return that is greater than the interest rate owed over the term of the

bonds. For the POBs to generate savings for the employer, the investment return rate on the invested bond proceeds

must be greater than the interest cost of the bonds themselves. The employer, as POB issuer and obligor, would then

be able to achieve lower total pension contributions than it would have if it had not sold the POB.

Overview

• Pension obligation bonds offer short-term relief for governments facing unfunded pension liabilities.

• However, their long-term risks can undermine any temporary advantages.

• We view POB issuance as a negative credit factor for distressed issuers.

Given the sensitivity to investment returns and interest costs, market timing obviously plays a role in the overall

success of a POB plan. It's important to understand the overall financing plan in place, as well as the timing of the

POB's issuance, which potentially introduces risk to an issuer's debt and liability profile from a credit standpoint. The

issuer is burdened with both the debt service requirements of the taxable bonds and the unfunded pension liabilities, if

an assumed rate of return on invested proceeds isn't met.

Considerations Of POBs On Creditworthiness Can Vary

Generally, governments considering issuing POBs exhibit other credit factors, such as ongoing budgetary stress and

significant unfunded pension liabilities, prior to the issuance of these bonds. Increasing pension assets may provide

near-term budgetary relief by reducing annual required contributions. However, these near-term gains can be offset by

increasing debt metrics. Also, longer term, the government takes on the risk of attaining assumed market returns.

Issuing a POB creates a fixed debt service obligation in place of a potentially variable annual payment to fund a

long-term liability. Once the POB is issued, the net proceeds are placed in the pension trust fund to be commingled

with the other funds, and usually invested according to existing asset allocation guidelines. Thus, the pension fund

experiences a rapid increase in assets resulting in a higher funded ratio, which could alleviate risk associated with
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significant unfunded long-term liabilities. The issuance of debt could shift the debt profile and increase debt service or

use of statutorily or otherwise defined debt capacity. Financing plans that incorporate aggressive assumptions about

market returns or expose the government to long-term risk of unsustainable future contributions in exchange for

immediate budget relief could signal weak management and budgetary performance.

Even if investment return assumptions are met, issuers could still face a growing unfunded pension liability if other

changes occur that weren't anticipated when the POBs were issued, such as increases in benefit levels, demographic

shifts, or other factors.

It's important to understand the overall financing plan in place, as well as the timing of the POBs from a credit

standpoint. Specifically, some of the issues and circumstances we consider are:

• How will the financing affect current contributions?

• Are the POBs being issued for budget relief ?

• Will any front-loading of savings lead to higher, unsustainable contribution rates in later years?

• How have the laws and precedents for contributing affected funding progress, and how do they play into the POB

strategy?

• What are the funding goals and how will the POB affect these objectives?

All aspects of the environment in which POBs are issued as well as the conditions that surround them can have a

unique impact on the creditworthiness of the entity issuing the debt.

How Market Timing Affects POB Returns

Charts 1 and 2 show the "profit" of issuing a POB under two scenarios with no assumed arbitrage (the bond and the

assets both return 7%); a front-loaded scenario with surplus positive earnings achieved in the first five years and a

back-loaded scenario with surplus positive earnings achieved in the last five years. Both scenarios involve POB

proceeds equal to about $1.2 million to be paid back at 7% over 30 years of $100,000 payments and both scenarios

have a geometric average return of 7% over 30 years. This example highlights the effect of market cycle timing on the

value of a POB.
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Chart 1 Chart 2

Typically the bond rate may be lower than the assumed return, which would create the appearance of an arbitrage

opportunity, but that just implies a greater assumed risk in the asset portfolio. If 7% market returns are earned

throughout the period, there will be no profit in any year. The example displays the overall impact of the first several

years of performance and how that relates to profitability of the POBs over time. Poor market returns in the initial

years of investment will hurt a POB's profitability for many years.

Impact On Unfunded Pension Liability

Pension plans for government entities disclosing under Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statements

No. 67 & 68 (GASB 67 & 68) must be administered through trusts that have the following characteristics:

• Contributions must be irrevocable,

• Assets must be dedicated to providing pensions in accordance with the benefit terms, and

• Assets must be legally protected from creditors.

When a local government issues a POB, it typically deposits the proceeds into the trust and repays from the general

fund. This essentially shifts the burden of unfunded pension liabilities to that of debt. The funded ratio (trust assets

divided by pension liabilities) for the pension plan is immediately increased, which may have multiple effects, such as

lower annual actuarially recommended contributions and affected relations between management and employees who

gain assurance that the benefit will be there when they retire. In addition, sometimes cost-of-living adjustments are

contingent certain funded ratio thresholds, which could be triggered with higher funded ratios. In exchange for the

improved pension funding at the time of issuance, the government entity has an increased debt burden, including

transaction fees for the POB.

An additional benefit to POB issuance for plans using a lower single discount rate due to a GASB crossover date could

be the elimination or extension of the time horizon until projected asset depletion, which would allow for a higher

discount rate and reduce reported liabilities.
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How Plan Liability Is Calculated Under GASB 67

A GASB crossover date is the date at which trust assets are projected, under GASB 67 methodology, to be

completely depleted.

The total pension liability for the plan, measured under GASB 67, is calculated using the single discount rate

(SDR), which is a blend of a 20-year 'AA' municipal bond rate and the assumed actuarial funding rate. Benefit

payments, which are covered by projected trust assets, are discounted to the present date using the actuarial

funding rate, which is approximately 7.5% on average in the U.S. After assets are projected to be completely

depleted, benefit payments are discounted using the bond rate, which is closer to 3%. The two discounted values

are added up to be the present value of future benefit payments, which derives the SDR.

In our hypothetical example (see table), a municipality reviews the result of issuing a POB of $9 million. The POB is

defined to have the same discount rate and amortization schedule as the actuarially determined contribution, so there

is no arbitrage assumed. Typically, the bond rate is lower than the assumed return, leading to the appearance of an

opportunity for profit, but that is essentially just an indicator of a greater assumed risk in the asset portfolio. To

maintain a clear focus on the asset and liability effect of POB issuance, the example keeps these rates the same (see

the unchanging total recommended payment row).

Effects POBs May Have Under Recent GASB Standards

Example Municipality No POB Issued POB Issued Pre-GASB67 POB Issued Post-GASB67

Actuarial funding valuation

1. Actuarial accrued liability (AAL) $30,000,000 $30,000,000 $30,000,000

2. Actuarial value of assets (AVA)* 16,150,000 25,150,000 25,150,000

3. POB proceeds - 9,000,000 9,000,000

4. Actuarially determined contribution

(ADC)

1,356,160 507,392 507,392

5. POB debt payment§ - 848,768 848,768

6. Total recommended payment [4. + 5.] 1,356,160 1,356,160 1,356,160

7. Contractual contribution 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

8. Total actual payment [5. + 7.] 1,000,000 1,848,768 1,848,768

GASB 67 & 68 disclosures

9. Crossover year 15 15 32

10. Single discount rate (SDR) 3.62% 3.62% 5.58%

11. Total pension liability (TPL) 30,000,000 30,000,000 25,016,816

12. Plan fiduciary net position (PFNP) 16,150,000 25,150,000 25,150,000

13. Net pension liability (NPL) [11. - 12.] 13,850,000 4,850,000 (133,184)

14. Effective duration† 18.33 18.33 18.33

15. GASB funded ratio [12. / 11.] 53.8% 83.8% 100.5%

Hypothetical benefit payments plus expenses start near $2.5 million, increase gradually to $4 million, then decrease steadily to zero. *AVA set

equal to the market value of assets (MVA). §Amortization of both UAAL and POB is defined assuming 8% discount over 20 years. †Effective

duration is calculated from the GASB 67 sensitivity disclosure and is used to adjust the NPL for a given change in the discount rate. The

hypothetical duration in the example is 18.3333.
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Before GASB 67, the only effect would be that pension assets are increased, raising the funded ratio to 83.8% from

53.8% and increasing the debt correspondingly. Under GASB 67, there is an added effect that pushing out the

crossover date to 32 years from 15 years has in that the SDR used to measure reported liabilities changes to 5.58%

from 3.62%. This higher SDR leads to a calculation of a lower total pension liability (to $25 million from $30 million)

and a further increase to the GASB funded ratio to 100.5% from 83.8%. This increase is strictly due to the "crossover

date effect" and shows an extra reporting benefit of purchasing a POB that didn't exist prior to the recent GASB

standards.

The total recommended payment is unchanged at $1.36 million throughout this example, showcasing the lack of

assumed arbitrage of POB issuance in this example.

The OPEB Obligation Bonds

GASB Statements No 74 & 75 (GASB 74 & 75) are being implemented and have similar calculations for net other

postemployment benefits (OPEB) liability, which will now be included on the balance sheet. OPEB plans are typically

only funded on a pay-as-you-go basis. The medical trend has been approximately 6.5% for each of the past five years,

far outpacing CPI and average salary growth, so contributions matching benefit payments and covering new entrants

would likely be rapidly increasing over time. For example, contributions rising by 6.5% each year indefinitely would

double every 11 years. Escalating contributions would likely present an intensifying stress for the municipality,

assuming no changes to the plan structure or benefits. The actuary must apply professional judgement that the

contribution schedule is realistic. Pay-as-you-go plans will likely have to use a low discount rate to calculate reported

liabilities, with the result that the liabilities are inflated due to being unfunded.

A municipality might issue an OPEB obligation bond to jump start funding. Similar to in the POB example above, this

bond could have a compound effect of adding assets to the plan and decreasing reported liability via delayed crossover

date. As with POBs, consideration should be given to the risks involved.

Plenty Of Examples Of POBs In The Market

Since the Great Recession, a low interest-rate environment has prompted a number of states and local governments to

consider this type of financing, but it still remains a risky endeavor. While not necessarily common, governments' use

of POBs has been prevalent enough to have examples to cite. The circumstances in which the bonds were issued, and

how, are unique.

Stockton

Stockton, Calif. sold about $125 million in POBs in the spring of 2007 with the goal of reducing its $152 million

unfunded pension liability. City council was presented risks by an outside consultant, which noted that the POBs

would be repaid at 5.81% while market returns were estimated at the time to be 7.75% for the CalPERS pension plan.

Due to the market downturn in 2008, returns immediately following issuance were far below the assumptions. This, in

part with sharply falling revenues stemming from a stressed housing market, led the city to file for Chapter 9

bankruptcy in 2012. At that time, $64 million of the POBs remained outstanding. Timing of the POB issuance and the
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subsequent downturn in market conditions proved to be a significant factor in the POBs' failure.

New Orleans

New Orleans issued POBs in 2000 that also did not live up to expectations. The city issued $170 million in POBs to

fund the city's firefighter pension plan, but along with the bonds came aggressive assumptions. City officials projected

over 10% investment returns from the proceeds when in reality the fund lost money in each of its first three years. At

that time, adding to the challenges was that the city's rate for borrowing was relatively high and the city entered into

variable-rate debt, with derivatives further adding complexity and risk to the plan.

Alaska

Alaska considered issuing POBs in 2016 to lower annual pension contribution requirements for budgetary relief. We

determined there would be a significant rating impact, given the anticipated financing plan that relied on future

investment returns and would have significantly inflated debt metrics. In October 2016, we placed the GO rating (and

linked ratings) on the State of Alaska on CreditWatch with negative implications due to these risks. We estimated the

large size of the issue relative to Alaska's population and economic base would result in its debt ratios ballooning while

absorbing much of the state's potential bonding capacity. Under the financing plan, the state sought to lower its future

annual actuarial pension contribution requirements assuming a 7% average investment return on the invested assets.

However, the state did not issue the bonds and we resolved the CreditWatch without a downgrade.

Other regions

The use of pension obligation bonds isn't a historical footnote. Colorado, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania all considered

issuing debt for pensions in 2015. While none of them authorized the issuance, Kansas issued $1 billion in POBs the

same year. Illinois, with one of the worst funded pension systems in the country, has issued the most POBs of any state

with $10 billion in fiscal 2003 and an additional $3.5 billion and $3.7 billion in fiscal 2010 and 2011, respectively. The

City of Houston's voters recently passed a bond referendum to issue $1 billion in POBs as part of a greater plan, along

with recent pension reforms, to increase the pension plan's funded status.

Only a rating committee may determine a rating action and this report does not constitute a rating action.
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